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A model is dcvcloped for cticulating the puredephssinp
(T2) contribution to owxone lincshapes iF. isolated molrcules. The linewidth is attributed to timedcpcndcnt
fluctuations in the frequency
of the overtone
rransition,
rewiting
from the vibrational
motions in the molecule,
and no transfer of cnzrgy (inlramolecular
in this picture. Numerical
calculations
for 2.3,5,6-pxadeurerobenzene
are presenled.

The observation
of overtone
lineshapes
in medium
size molecules
(e.g. benzene and benzene derivatives)
[l-7]
has triggered a considerable
attention
in recent
years [S- 17) _hlany of the high overtone
lineshapes
of aromatic
C-H stretches
have a characteristic
width
of ==I 00 cmwl. The simplest way to interpret
this
width is in terms of a “doorway
state” picture in
which the zero-order
overtone
state is coupled to a
manifold
of states whereby
the vibrational
energ)’ is
redistributed
among the other modes of the molecule
[8]. In this picture we have,
r = ‘n] VIZp ,

(1)

where I/denotes
the coupling strength.
p is the density of states in the manifold
and P is the fwhm of
the resulting lineshape.
This model was first suggested
[8] following
the pioneering
experiments
of Bray
and Berry [l]. In this picture, the linewidth is associated with the inverse lifetime (vibrational
redistribution rate) of the doorway
state or in the language
of relaxation theory a “Tt process”. Considerable
progress was subsequently
made in identifying
the
nature of the final states and the coupling strength
1141.
It was

suggested, however, that there exists an
alternative mechanism to account for these lineshapes,

namely

a pure dephasing

“T2

processes”

vibrational

and Henry
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Hamiltonian
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In this mechanism,
the linewidth
is attributed to timedependent
fluctuations
of the overtone transition
frequency
resulting from the motions of the other molecular
degrees of freedom.
This mechanism
can induce line broadening
without changing the lifetime of the excited overtone
state. In other words, the inverse linewidth
r-l
is
not associated
with any intramolecular
vibrational
redistribution
rate but rather with the magnitude
and
the time scale of the frequency
fluctuations.
Dephasing mechanisms
are common
in macroscopic
lineshapes (e.g. pressure broadening
[ 18,191, impurity
spectra
[30], and magnetic
resonance
[21]), but their
significance
in intramolecular
lineshapes
was not explored in detail.
A specific model was proposed
recently
towards
the calculation
of dephasing
contributions
to overtone lineshapes
[lo]. We consider a single local mode
4 (e.g. a C-H stretch)
in a molecule whose normal
modes are denoted
Q. (Q should exclude the C-H

and
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Here H, denotes the local ‘mode ~amiltr~nian which
is taken to have a Morse potential. p,D,a and 4 are
the reduced mass, the dissociation energy, inverse
range and the equilibrium position of the local mode.
UN represents the other molecular normal modes
where Pi and Qi are the dimensionfess momentum
and coordinate of the ith mode, respectively. The
coupling between the local mode and the rest of the
rnofecuie is represented by the parametric dependence
of H, on Q. We assume that the Morse parameters
D and CIdepend on Q. (We could assume that Zjalso
depends on Q, but this dependence will not contribute to the line broadening tvirhin our model.) We
thus have
D(Q) =fi

+ SD(Q).

o(Q) = 8-t 6Q(Q),

(3)

where D and Zare the values ofD and Q when ail
other nuclei are in their equilibrium posirions (Qi = 0)
and 60 and Sa represent the fluctuations
in these
quantities. If we ignore these fluctuations, we have
the eigenvalues ofHL:
f:;, =

&(JJ + ;) -_y(fJ+ ;)’ ,

i4)
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Since the coordinates Q are dynamical variables which
depend on time, eq. (6) implies that the frequency of
the )rth overtone is modulated in time. The resulting
lineshape. within the second-order cumulant expansion is rhen [I?]
I(A) =

se1 Re

dr esp[-i&

,

- g(T)]

(9)

where
n=w-z&o.

g(i) = j

(9a)

dr, (T - i1) W(O)U(r,

Pb)

))

0

and
= Tr[U esp(i/YN7) U esp(-iHNr_) pN] .

tU(O)U(i-)>

(9c)

where
w, = E(3&)‘/’

(4a)

and

pN is tfle canonical
i.e.
PN =

s = fi7-<2/?@ ,

(4b)

The frequency of the rlth overtone
fore:
Afz ,l *Q= (i.2, - .q_))z- .m’ .

transition

is there-

(51

When the fluctuations 6D and So are taken into account, AI?!, 0 will be given by eqs. (1) and (5) where
r> and 0 rrpiaced by D and II respectively. Performing
a Taylor expansion. \ve get to lokvest order in SD and

density

matris

esp(-HN/kr)/Tr[exp(-H;y/~T)]

of the normal

modes,

_

(101

The lineshape is given therefore in terms of the correlation function of the frequency fluctuations <LI(O)U(7)).
Altcrnativefy, !ve can define the spectral density function
J(w)

= (?n)-t

7 dr(U(O)U(c))
-P)

exp(-iw;_)

,

(11)

resulting in

Sa

~(7) = J

dww-’

J(w)[exp(ior)

- iwT - l] . (12)

-m
U(Q)

=

(tJAE,I_o/aa)6a + (aAC,,,o/SD)6D

Making use of cqs. (4)~(7)
W(Q) = A &a/Z + BhD/iti ,
where
162

.

(7)

tve get
(8)

We shall now specify the model for 2,3,5,6-paradeuterobenzene.
It is reasonable to assume that the
local mode ~amiltonian
H, is most affected by the
confjguration
of nuclei in the immediate vicinity of
the local mode. We therefore take 6D and 6a to depend
on the internal coordinates cy,fl and r, shown on the
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scheme:
J(w)

=

(2~)~~

r

dT(u(O)L1(7))

exp(-iwi)

-_

+ (/pi
t I)(~~ + 1)6(0
Let us introduce

ear internal

the following

dimensionless

t ITi’

recrilin-

coordinates

6(&Jt Cd;

+

-

Wi

-

Oj)

Oj)] ,

where 11~is the occupation
tor,

number

(20)
of the ith oscilla-

(13

Here, ro, CQ, & are the equilibrium values of these
coordinates. We now expand 6D and 6a in these coordinates, i.e.

]b
A

/

I

ha/ii=

C

u,lJ=aJ%r

h(@R
v&l ” R /.I + ... .

(14b)

/
I

The iz being dimensionless

rectilinear coordinates
the normal modes, i.e.
R,=

coupling constants. The
may be expressed in terms of

CL”iQi.

(15)

I

.
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I
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, i

,

i

The transformation
relations
S=UR,

matrix

L was calculated

using the

S=LQ.

(16)

i.e.
L=UfL

,

(17)

Here S is the set of symmetry

coordinates.

U and L

were taken from Albrecht
Making

[22] and Whiffen [23-251.
use of eqs. (8). (14) and (15) we finally get:

u(Q)= C VijQiQj

1

(18)

ij

Fig. 1. Comparison of tbc contribution of the various rec*5linear coordinates to the overtone line broadening. Shown is the
Iineshape I(a) (es. (9)) for n = 6, T = 300 #. The spacing

where

(19)
The spectral density (eq. (11)) may then be calculated using standard techniques:
163
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The first term on the rhs of eq. (10) contains some
contributions
of frequencies w around w = 0, and
these will play the dominant role in the dephasing
mechanism by forming “clumps” of lines around
o = 0. The other two terms contain high frequencies
w = ?(wi + wi) which will contribute to some weak
combination
bands but not to the broadening of ow
overtone transition of interest. The absorption lineshape was calculated by raking./(w)
(eq. (XI)), caicuIatingg(r)
(eq. (13)) which was rhen substituted
in eq. (9). in figs. t-1, we display the results of 11~2
numerical caiculstions. The only free parameters in
the calculation are the dimensionless coupling constants Ir (tq. (13)). Al! the other infornlation
was
taken from the force field of AIhrecht [X,13]. We
have included the 2 I in-plane vibrations in the calculation_ We first tested the effects of indtviduai couplings Ii,, . In fig. 1 we show a series of lineshapes in
which one particular pair of coordinates v@was taken
to have 1r(‘)= htD) = 0 25 und all the other II were
taken to LYtZ
zerc?tt is clear that the mixed terms Ii,,,
hpr and in particular /z,~ (tig. 1B) are most effective
in inducing the line broadening, whereas the diagonal
terms II,, , hpp and /I,., (fig. 1A) ure much less effcctivc. The effect of fhe coupling strength is shown in
fis. 2 whereby WC have taken a specific choice of h
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Table 1
The major contributions
fii.

ZA.

to i(u)/w’

for the paramctcrs
ioJ(rz)]02

of

Shown are the i~zwgw contributions

where w = I_+ - wj (The tirst term on the rhs of ect. (20))

wfcm-1

1

wi(cm

-1

f

y(fm

-I

1

J (“)/W’

0.8
3.4

960.9
588.G

960.1
585.2

1.3
5.2

1568.5
818.6

1561.2
8134

0.50
3.03

977.8
867.5

960.1
818.6

0.32
0.054

17.7
16.9

0.79
42.1

and scaled all of them down gradually. The Ir parametcrs of the lineshape A were chosen such that the
fwhm =S5 cm-t will agree with the experiment
[f 1,
As the couplings h are scaled down by factors of 3,
3.5 and S. the picture changrs drastically and the
lineshape E contains just a few fines. In table 1 we
show the dominant terms in J(w)/o~
and their origin (i.e. from which particular wi - Wi pair they
arise). It is clear that a few low frequencies 3.4.5.2,
OS and 4.3 cm-I
dominate. The dependence of the
width on II is shown in fig. 3. In general. the coupling
strength U (eq. (S)) and consequently
the linewidth
grow with II. This is not always the case in the rsperimmal heshapes
11f , which impiies that the dephasina is not the only broadening mechanism. Finally,
in fig. 1 \ve show the dependence of the lineshapes

Fly. 3. The dcpcndcncr
of the lineshape on the overwnc
quantum number II. 7= 300 K. The spacing between divisions on the ticqusncp axis is 20 cm -I _ Other parameters
s3me as !i_g.?A.The
vtiuc of II is indic~red on catch lineshzrp=_
The fwhm or these linrshupcs are 33,36,53,66,77
and 85
cm-’ for II = 1-6, rrs~ccrivcly.
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There is a strong dependence at
low temperatures and the broadening eventually vanishes at zero temperature. This dependence may be
used to distinguish between the depftasing and the T,
(intramolecular
vibrational redistribution)
mechanisms.
The latter is expected to exhibit a much weaker temperature dependence and wiIl have a finite contribution even at zero temperature. There e.sists one example (tetramethyfdeosetane)
[ 121 which showed a
very weak temperature dependence in tfte range I300 K suggesting that in this case T1 is probably the
dominant mechanism.
in summary. we have shown tftat a pure dephasing
mecftanism can be significant in inducing fine broadening of-overtone fineshapes. More studies are needed in
order to evaluare the h,, paramerers and determine
the absolute magnitude of the resulting broadening
and what fraction of the observed linewidth is accounted for by the present depftasing mecftanism.
This may be achieved either by monitoring the temperature dependence of the linewidth or by timeresofved double resonance experiments which probe
directly the intramolecular
vibrational redistribution
processes.
on

the

temperature.
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